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Abstract

In this paper we explore how two existing collaborative filtering algorithms can be enhanced by the calculation of demographic correlations
among the members of user or item neighborhoods. Experiments are
executed to evaluate the performance of the proposed approach. Their
results show that demographic data can, in some cases, lead to the
generation of more accurate predictions.
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1.

Introduction

Recommender Systems were proposed as a computer-based intelligent
technique whose purpose was to assist with the problem of information
and product overload, by generating suggestions about new items for a
particular user. The most common form of input for a recommender
system is that of ratings of past items. An alternative kind of input is
the demographic data regarding the user or item in mind. This kind
of data is usually difficult to obtain and is normally collected explicitly
from the user or manually from item catalogues.
Recommender systems are usually distinguished as belonging to one
of two wide categories: Memory-based or Model-based Systems. Memorybased Systems are more efficient as a result of their producing recommendations without a need for any preprocessing. Still, they suffer from
serious scalability problems. A different approach is taken by Modelbased Systems [2]. These algorithms develop a model of user ratings in
order to produce their predictions, which takes time, but once created,
speeds up considerably the generation of the recommendations.

Demographic Recommender Systems utilize user attributes, classified
as demographic data, in order to produce their recommendations, sometimes with the help of pre-generated demographic clusters. Krulwich
[6] and Pazzani [8] have presented systems that rely on demographic
data. Hybrid systems [3] combine different filtering techniques in order
to produce improved recommendations. Hybrids have been proposed by
Balabanovic in Fab [1], Melville in Content-Boosted Collaborative Filtering [7], Claypool in P-Tango [4], GroupLens in filterbots [11], and
Smyth and Cotter in their PTV system [12].
In this paper we discuss a novel approach to recommender systems
that utilizes two common memory-based algorithms as its base and explores the usefulness of demographic data as an enhancing factor. According to the Burke’s taxonomy [3], our algorithm can be classified as a
Feature combination hybrid, since features from different recommendation data sources are blended into a single recommendation algorithm.
This paper can be outlined as follows. Section 2 provides information
about the utilized data set and the evaluation metrics. Section 3 presents
an overview of the two filtering algorithms involved in our experiments.
Section 4 describes the general structure of the Demographic Algorithm,
applies it on the cases of User-based and Item-based Filtering, and concludes with the corresponding experiments. An overall evaluation of the
algorithm and pointers for future research are included in Section 5.

2.

Experimental Methodology

In order to execute the experiments described in the subsequent sections of this paper we utilized the data publicly available from the GroupLens movie recommender system. The MovieLens data set, used by
several researchers, consists of 100.000 ratings which were assigned by
943 users on 1682 movies. Ratings follow the 1(bad)-5(excellent) numerical scale. Starting from the initial data set five distinct splits of training
and test data were generated.
Several techniques have been used to evaluate Recommender Systems.
We wanted our proposed algorithms to derive a predicted score for already rated items rather than generate a top-N recommendation list.
Based on that specific task we selected two evaluation metrics for our
experiments: Mean Absolute Error (MAE), a statistical accuracy metric
which measures the deviation of predictions, generated by the Recommender System, from the true rating values, as they were specified by
the user, andCoverage, which measures the percentage of items for which
a filtering algorithm can generate predictions.

3.

The Base Algorithms

In this section we will briefly discuss the two filtering algorithms which
will be utilized by the proposed algorithm: User-based and Item-based
Collaborative Filtering. The inspiration for User-based Collaborative
Filtering methods comes from the fact that people who agreed in their
subjective evaluation of past items are likely to agree again in the future
[9]. Similarly to User-based Collaborative Filtering, Item-based Filtering
is based on the creation of neighborhoods. Yet, unlike the User-based
Collaborative Filtering approach, those neighbors consist of similar items
rather than similar users [10].
The execution steps in both cases are similar. First, a suitable data
representation is required. That is achieved by the construction of a mxn
user-item matrix, R. The next step is Neighborhood Formation, where
those users/items that appear to be most similar to the active user/item,
i.e. the user/item we wish to generate predictions for, are selected.
Those users/items will become the active user/item’s neighborhood. The
algorithms conclude by Prediction Generation.

4.

The Demographic Algorithm

We will present a hybrid algorithm that keeps the core ideas of two existing recommender systems and enhances them with relevant information
extracted from demographic data. User-based and Item-based Collaborative Filtering will be our base filtering algorithms. In the approach
taken by Pazzani [8], user profiles were expressed as vectors constructed
solely from demographic data and similarities among those user profiles
were calculated in order for final predictions to be generated. In other
words, ratings awarded by the same users for past items were totally
disregarded.
In our proposal, user and item correlations, based exclusively on past
ratings, lead to the construction of neighborhoods. Still, before these
neighborhoods should be utilized for the generation of final predictions,
the correlations between neighborhood members and active users or
items are re-evaluated, this time by also taking into account existing
demographic correlations. Demographic correlations between two users
or items, uii and uij , are defined by the similarity of the vectors which
represent the specific users or items. That similarity is calculated by the
dot-product of the two vectors. In the following paragraphs we will describe how our general Demographic algorithm can enhance User-based
and Item-based Collaborative Filtering.

Table 1.

Structure of the User Demographic Vector, usdemog

feature#

feature contents

comments

1
2
3
4

age ≤ 18
18 < age ≤ 29
29 < age ≤ 49
age > 49

each user belongs to a single age grouping
the corresponding slot takes value 1 (true)
the rest of the features remain 0 (false)

5
6

male
female

the slot describing the user gender is 1
the other slot takes a value of 0

7-27

occupation

a single slot describing the user occupation is 1
the rest of the slots remain 0

4.1

Enhancing User-based Collaborative
Filtering with Demographic Correlations

We will first assume that the active user’s neighborhood has been already
constructed during the Neighborhood Formation step of User-based Collaborative Filtering [13]. In the following paragraphs we will discuss how
we can utilize demographic information for prediction generation. In the
case of the MovieLens data set, this information includes the age, the
gender, a choice from a collection of 21 possible professions, and the zip
code for each single user who provided his ratings. Before any of this
data could be utilized for the calculation of demographic correlations,
via vector similarity, we had to assign a demographic vector for each
user in the data set. A user demographic vector, usdemog, was defined
as a vector with 27 features. Its structure is explained in Table 1.
Once the demographic vectors were constructed for all users, we could
now proceed and calculate the proximity between the active user, ua
and the users ui , for i = 1, 2, .., l, belonging to his neighborhood, as it
was defined by their registered demographic data. Their demographic
correlation, dem corai , was calculated by applying the vector similarity
formula on the corresponding demographic vectors. The final step in
the recommendation procedure was Prediction Generation. For that
purpose, the formula used in plain User-based Filtering [5] was modified
as follows:
Pl

udem praj = r¯a +

(rij −r¯i )∗enh corai

Pl

i=1

i=1

|enh corai |

the only difference from prediction generation, as executed in plain Userbased Collaborative Filtering, being the enhanced correlation factor.
The Enhanced Correlation, enh corai , can be thought as incorporating
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the contributions of the ratings-based correlation and the newly acquired
demographic correlation between the active user, ua , and a neighbor
user, ui . We will now detail two experimental approaches which differ
in the way those two correlations are combined.

U-Demog1. For the first set of our experiments we simply multiplied
the ratings-based correlation, simai , and the demographic correlation,
dem corai , between the active user, ua , and a neighbor user, ui , in order to obtain their enhanced correlation, enh corai . As a result, the
Enhanced correlation term was defined as follows:
enh corai = simai ∗ dem corai
Figure 1 compares the Mean Absolute Errors (MAE) obtained from UDemog1 (u-demog1-25) and User-based Collaborative Filtering (ub-25).
Based on the way that U-Demog1 defines the enhanced correlation factor, we realize that the contribution of demographic correlation in the
final prediction is decisive. It is possible for users to be initially included
in the neighborhood of the active user, based on their ratings-based correlation with him, and then to see their role in prediction generation
diminish, because the value of the demographic correlation disagrees,
implying that the same users are not highly correlated with the active
user. In the extreme but not improbable case, neighbors who display no
common demographic information with the active user will have their involvement in prediction generation completely cancelled out, which will
lead to a considerable shrinking of the participating user neighborhood.
The result of possible contradictions between the ratings-based and
demographic correlations for the same pair of users is reflected in the

results diagram. As we can see, the quality of the predictions generated
by U-Demog1 is poorer than those observed for plain User-based Collaborative Filtering. We can conclude that this quality loss is owed to
a combination of two factors: a) the shrinking of active user’s neighborhood, and b) the inability of demographic correlations to improve on
recommendations when playing such a decisive role in prediction generation.

U-Demog2.
By this second set of experiments, we decided to let
ratings-based correlations be the driving force and assign the demographic component a different role, more as an additive factor on the
already set neighborhoods of users, as opposed to U-Demog1. Consequently, this time the Enhanced correlation term was defined as follows:
enh corai = simai + simai ∗ dem corai
Figure 1 compares the Mean Absolute Errors (MAE) obtained from UDemog2 (u-demog2-10&25) and User-based Collaborative Filtering (ub10&25) for two distinct threshold values, it={10, 25}. The results reported here, were averaged over all 5 data splits.
Based on the way that U-Demog2 defines the enhanced correlation factor, we can realize that demographic correlation can merely strengthen
the already established, via the ratings-based correlation, participation
of a neighborhood user. While there is no change for members of the
active user’s neighborhood with no demographic resemblance with the
active user, a neighbor, ui , who is highly correlated to the active user,
ua , in terms of demographic information, will see his role in the recommendation procedure increase by a factor of simai ∗ dem corai , which
grows bigger depending on their calculated demographic correlation.
As we can see from the diagram, the error values of U-Demog2 with
it=25 practically coincide with the error values of user-based filtering
with the same item threshold. At the same time, the errors of U-demog2
with it=10 are almost identical with the errors of user-based filtering
with the same item threshold.
Table 2 includes the best MAE values recorded during the execution of
our experiments with U-Demog1 and U-Demog2.

4.2

Enhancing Item-based Collaborative
Filtering with Demographic Correlations

Once again, we will assume that the neighborhood formation step from
the Item-based Collaborative Filtering procedure has been executed. Before we proceed, we are required to encode the existing demographic

Table 2.

MAE

Best MAE values of demographically enhanced and plain user-based filtering
ub-10

ub-25

u-demog1-25

u-demog2-10

u-demog2-25

0,7668

0,7734

0,7792

0,7666

0,7729

information for each item in the data set. The MovieLens data set distinguishes 18 distinct film genres, ranging from Children’s to Horror,
which results to the corresponding item vector, itdemog. It is important to point out that a film can belong to more than one genres at the
same time. For example, it can be a Comedy, a Children’s flick and a
Musical. In that case, the slots which correspond to each of these categories should take a value of 1 (True), with the rest staying fixed at
0 (False). Based on this representation, we proceed with the encoding
of all movies from the data set, in each case constructing the suitable
demographic vector. The demographic correlation, dem corjk , between
the active item, ij , and an item ik , with k = 1, 2, ..., l, which belongs
to the neighborhood of the active item, can now be computed by applying the vector similarity formula on the corresponding demographic
vectors. The final step in the recommendation procedure is Prediction
Generation.
The subsequent experiments test two distinct approaches, whose purpose is to combine demographic correlations with the, already computed,
ratings-based item correlations. In both cases, the prediction formula
utilized for plain Item-based Filtering [10] is modified to take the following form:
Pl
k=1
idem praj = P
l

rak ∗enh corjk

k=1

|enh corjk |

Enhanced Correlation, enh corjk , incorporates the contribution of both
correlations between the active item, ij and the neighbor item, ik .

I-Demog1. In our first set of experiments regarding the utilization of
demographic data in Item-based Collaborative Filtering, we defined the
enhanced correlation, enh corjk , between active item, uj , and a neighbor
item, uk , by multiplying their ratings-based correlation, simjk , and demographic correlation, dem corjk . As a result, the Enhanced correlation
term was obtained as follows:
enh corjk = simjk ∗ dem corjk
From Figure 2, which compares the Mean Absolute Errors (MAE) collected from I-Demog1 and Item-based Collaborative Filtering (ib), we
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conclude that the recorded results followed the pattern established by
the similarly set experiment for U-Demog1. Only this time, the difference in accuracy between the base algorithm, Item-based Filtering, and
the demographically enhanced method, I-Demog1, was even wider.
Trying to explain the previous observations, we have to make two
important notes.
1 While in the case of user vectors, two individuals have a 50%
chance of belonging to the same gender and therefore display a
demographic correlation greater than 0, demographic vectors, constructed by the distinct film genres that apply to a specific item,
are more difficult to coincide, making it more common for the corresponding items to have a demographic correlation of 0. Based on
the selected definition of enhanced correlation, demographic correlations equal to 0 will result to a considerable shrinking of the
participating item neighborhood.
2 The experiments for I-Demog1 start with a neighborhood that includes 20 items. This neighborhood size is small and will become
even smaller if we take into account all the couples of items with
demographic correlation equal to 0. This leads to the poor performance of I-Demog1 for small neighborhoods.
In this second set of experiments involving the use of
I-Demog2.
demographic data in Item-based Collaborative Filtering, we defined enhanced correlation similarly to U-Demog2:
enh corjk = simjk + simjk ∗ dem corjk

Table 3.
ing

MAE

Best MAE values of demographically enhanced and plain item-based filter-

ib

i-demog1

i-demog2

0,8279

0,8844

0,8231

Figure 2 compares the Mean Absolute Errors (MAE) obtained from IDemog2 and Item-based Collaborative Filtering (ib).
The results from the figure show that I-Demog2 displays a measurable
improvement in accuracy when compared with plain Item-based Collaborative Filtering. Similarly to the U-Demog2 experiments, we realize
that demographic data about an item, when merely complementing the
ratings-based knowledge we have collected about it, can provide useful
information about the item in mind and assist in generating more accurate recommendations. We also have to note that the performance
improvement over the base filtering algorithm, documented in the case
of I-Demog2, is bigger than the corresponding performance improvement
observed in the case of U-Demog2.
Table 3 collects the lowest MAE values which were observed during the
execution of the experiments for I-Demog1 and I-Demog2.

5.

Conclusions

In this work we have presented a unique filtering approach that draws
ideas from existing algorithms and combines them with demographic information available in recommender systems data sets. U-Demog and
I-Demog are the hybrid algorithms that resulted by demographically
enhancing User-based and Item-based Collaborative Filtering, respectively. We tested two degrees of demographic data involvement in the
recommendation procedure. The experimental results showed that our
demographically enhanced approaches can vary from being worse than
the base filtering algorithms, to outperforming them, depending on the
role of the demographic correlations in the prediction generation.
Conclusively, it seems that the demographic information existing in
the MovieLens data set do not hold enough data about the users or the
items in order to capture their distinguishing features and generate accurate predictions, when utilized just by themselves. Still, when combined
appropriately with other forms of filtering, such as collaborative filtering, they can enhance the recommendation process and lead to improved
predictions.
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